BELGIAN CHARACTERISTICS AND CUSTOMS

The Belgians of the Door County peninsula are a people of rather short but very stocky frame with black hair and brown eyes. About twenty percent have blue eyes.

Their most noticeable characteristic is their friendly, convivial disposition. They are a smiling people and should therefore be good merchants, but they are not much inclined to enter business and prefer life on the farm. This sociable attitude seeks an outlet in many special festive occasions, such as weddings, christenings and family anniversaries, when there is a vast amount of flux de bouche with accompanying influx of spirituous beverages. The phrase, crever ou étouffer de rire—to split one's sides with laughing—must have had its origin among the Belgians, for they are constantly doing it.

This craving for garrulous companionship is, if not a factor, at least a partial cause of church attendance. All Belgians go to church regularly, the women no doubt prompted by a desire for ceremonial worship, which is without question, also a factor in the church attendance of some of the men. But it was early discovered by purveyors of liquor, that a good location for a saloon was next door to a church, for the Belgians loved to linger over a glass of beer and exchange the gossip of the week. At these times it was also customary to indulge in a little innocent game of conion.
To the Belgian these festive gatherings of a Sunday morning are only a sunny spot in the passing week, but to the casual visitor of the austere North they seem to be festivals of superlative good fellowship and hilarity,

"Where resounds the Belgian tongue,
Where Belgian hymns and songs are sung,
This is the land, the land of lands,
Where vows bind less than clasped hands."

The long years of imaginary prohibition have, however, greatly decreased the attendance at these pre-mass and post-mass reunions—not that the liquor was unobtainable, but because the Belgians as thrifty people objected to pay the high prices and big profits which prohibition granted to the bootleggers.

But even prohibition (anathematized by all Belgians) cannot put a damper on the great festival of the year—the Kirmess. This festival comes at the end of the harvest in the beginning of September, which time was the great annual pay day of the common people of rural Belgium. Then they found themselves possessed of their share of the grain bundles of the big landlord's crop for which they had toiled all summer. This brief hour of prosperity was therefore celebrated with a rousing festival called the Kirmess, and their children in the new world have faithfully followed their example.

Kirmess lasts for three days during each week for six successive weeks, a different parish center being the headquarters each in turn, and makes necessary a vast amount of cooking and baking. Not only are the neighbors invited to mutual banquets, but friends from far away are invited and usually come to partake of Belgian hospitality. It was probably the demands of Kirmess preparations that called
into existence the numerous Dutch ovens of which many are still in service. In these huge ovens with the accompanying bakehouses fifteen pies or forty loaves of bread could be baked at once and with better success.

In the earlier days of the settlement the Kirmess dances were very picturesque. A committee of young men gaily festooned with ribbons of many colors, was in charge of the community festival in each parish, and Belgian folk dances were danced on the highway to the singing of Belgian songs under the light of the harvest moon. But when the automobile came into general use, the highway became unsafe for dancing, and the dancers had to crowd into dance halls. The folk dances also went out of use and were succeeded by the Fox Trot and the Charleston because the young people wanted to be “up to date”. At present, however, there is a growing demand to revive the folk dances.

Besides the dancing there were also many other forms of amusement at the Kirmess festival such as climbing greased poles, catching greased pigs or giving a blind-folded man a scythe with which he was supposed to decapitate a goose. Foot races were also a feature, and most popular of all, horse races, the winner receiving the bridle as a prize. The following account of the first Kirmess in the new land will be read with interest by all Belgians:

It was late August, the year—1858. On the western rim of that unknown sea of forest that dipped down toward La Baye Verte, a ruddy, opulent looking sun was just tangling itself among the leafy branches of the taller tree tops. Young, broad-shouldered Amia Champaign paused at the
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1 Written by Lee W. Metzner and printed in Wisconsin Magazine of History (June, 1931) 14: 341-353. It was originally printed in the Kewaunee Enterprise.
edge of the little clearing that extended a few acres about his log cabin and his eyes lit up with satisfaction as he contemplated the scene. It was a little over two years now since he had left his home in Grandez in the province of Brabant, Belgium, to test his mettle in this new country. It was exactly two years since he had staked his claim in this wilderness of Wisconsin, in a country, whose very name—Kewaunee—still sounded barbaric to his unaccustomed ears. He pridefully viewed the results of those two years' labor in retrospect now—his log home with the adjacent well-sweep, the clearing, the little stable of cedar uprights chinked with moss that housed his oxen and a couple of hogs and lastly, the purposely neat and symmetrical straw stack that he carefully guarded by means of a birch pole cloture. This was his first real harvest and the earth had yielded with an abundance that was almost breathtaking. He paused to multiply his yield by his still virgin acres and the result made him fairly dizzy. Slowly then his gaze wandered back to his dwelling again and oddly enough his countenance fell and the glad light in his eyes gave way to a vaguely disturbing gloom. He turned abruptly into the forest on the impulse of a sudden remembered errand and pointed his sabots in a northeasterly direction.

To you and me that walk along the forest trail in the northwestern corner of what is now Lincoln township would be a pleasant, novel and exciting experience. Tall maples and basswoods lifted their clean boles up twenty feet to a leafy, matted arbor. In the gathering dusk startled deer gazed transfixed a moment and then scampered suddenly in panicky flight. There was a faintly perceptible coolness in the hollows now and the tang of wood smoke from settlers' clearings—those thin smoke spirals that bend back to earth on the damp, cool air of evening. If Amia were aware of Nature's bounty or beauty, there was no hint of it in his expression. Something had happened at home that upset, temporarily, all his hopes and ambitions, something that was all the
more serious because it was so intangible. It was his wife this time who was causing him concern. As he trudged stolidly forward, his troubled mind took up again that fruitless and wearying circle of the worried. True, they had both been homesick the first year, and a little frightened the time their first-born had arrived, what with no doctor available at any price. However, those matters had quickly righted themselves. Now with a splendid harvest, closer neighbors, and an opportunity to take things easier, his Marie had suddenly become listless toward his plans and what was worse had developed the temper of a tigress. For two weeks already she was irritable and cross and today had come to the climax. He paused to recharge his pipe and he had to smile again in spite of his forebodings. Maybe it was only the laziness due to the heat of midday, but his ox team had stalled in dragging a felled maple. Marie was driving at the time. Suddenly, with an outburst that would have jolted a mule skinner, his good wife had grabbed the ox goad and belabored the animals so lustily that they were glad to run bellowing for their lives. He had to chuckle when he thought of it. The surprised cattle appeared to have actually forgotten about the log that trailed behind them. That wasn’t all. Because he had dared to laugh, his wife had turned the batteries of her wrath on him and when she had completely exhausted his lineage, had stalked away to the house and stayed there. At first he thought to consult his neighbor, Clement Joly, young like himself, but then he prudently decided to seek elder counsel instead. He was heading now for his old friend, Jean B. Macceaux. In double harness old Jean Baptiste was a veteran, and incidentally he ran a little tavern, also, up on the county line. Amia was in no mood to visit with others, so he shaped his course to avoid the Kinnart homestead and again the Spinette, Delfosse and Groufcoeur clearings. Now he was skirting the boundary lines of the Denis homestead and here at last the trail widened and he knew he approached his destination. He was on a well defined road, traversing east and
west through the dense forest—the forerunner of
the road his grandson snappily describes as
"County C".

The baying of a dog broke the stillness of the
evening and a gruff voice admonished, "Allez,
Shep!"

"Good, the old man is home," said Amia to
himself.

Any lingering doubt he may have had was dis-
pelled a moment later by the loud, "Bein voila,
Amia!" bellowed in Macceaux's jovial voice. "Is
it really you, my friend, or do I dream? Quelles
nouvelles?" Then without waiting for an answer,
"Sacre bleu, but you are welcome." He came for-
ward in greeting and now with a friendly slap
on the back, he invited "Venons, Amia, un petit
gouter-que? Then we will visit—that bench out-
side—a pipe—a friend—it is a different evening
already. But, Amia, you look tired, you drive your-
self too—"

"No, no, Baptiste, it is not the work that
wearies me. That is why I have come to ask your
counsel—but let us drink first to our health—my
trouble will wait."

"You see, Baptiste," he concluded later as they
sat together on the bench in the darkness, "I come
to you with his problem because I know you can
help me. You have been married these many
years, you. To myself I have said, "He has a wife
and five daughters surely such a one will un-
derstand women."

"Mais, Amia," rejoined Baptiste sadly, "you
do not comprehend. A wife and five daughters,
true and that makes six reasons why I cannot help
you. Me understand women? No, no. Amia I
am too honest to accept the compliment. At first
I had thought to do so, but now — truly I do not
expect to live that long. Let me call my Odile.
Possibly she can describe the malady. Odile! Odile!
Venez ici!"

Obedient to his summons came "la femme
Macceaux" from her kitchen to listen in turn, to
Amia's recital of his domestic difficulties.

When he had finished, she said sadly, "Me,
I have not been myself either since the harvest. A heavy heart does not make light work. In our homeland, in Grandlez, they are making ready for the kirmess. In every home they are preparing a feast to welcome the old friends. And here, she paused to grimace, "here for two years no kirmess; not even 'traiter mon pourceau'. No! after a bountiful harvest we get ready to clear more land."

"True", rejoined Amia, "But do not forget, also, the poverty that was our lot in the old country. Here we grow rich. This", and he gestured eloquently, "this is the land of plenty."

"Plenty", snapped the good woman shrilly, "Oui, beaucoup d' ouvrage-deraciner des chicots—ramasser des pierres! Plenty, you are right and if that is all we may look forward to, I, for one, am ready to depart this accursed wilderness," and she strode back angrily to her work.

"C'est le diable ça!" murmured Amia when she had gone. "But that came from the heart." He turned toward the silent Baptiste who had been listening intently and clucked his tongue sympathetically. "It seems the contagion spreads, Baptiste. How, now, my friend? What next is to be done?"

Baptiste shook an admonitory finger.

"Ecoutez, Amia!" There was a growing excitement in Macceaux's voice as he talked. "Just two weeks from last Sunday the good Father Daems will be with us again. That is splendid. On that day we will begin our kirmess; our first kirmess in America! Think of that, Amia! You must appoint the committee (les jeunesse), and if you will permit the offer, my poor place is at your service. I think I have found the remedy you seek, at least it is worth trying. Now then, it is growing late; depart friend to your home and apply it. Portez vous bien, Amia!"

"Bon soir, Baptiste!"

The succeeding days were busy ones in that new and sparsely settled community. Our friend Macceaux had judged the situation shrewdly. Your true Belgian makes a thrifty, patient, hard
working pioneer, but he has the volatile nature of a Frenchman. He works hard and he insists on a little pleasure being sandwiched in occasionally. "Venez manger avec nous!" Quickly the good news spread from clearing to clearing to leave a happy excitement in its wake. In every home preparations for the event went an apace. Old trunks dragged out from under puncheon beds or lifted down from rafters and lofts. There was a feverish overhauling of contents to see if they would yield some bit of finery for the coming event. Leather shoes, long set aside for a special occasion, were re-oiled and made flexible. Fresh evergreen boughs were cut and brought in to replace the old ones that served in lieu of a mattress. Earthen floors were newly sanded and there were long pilgrimages to Dyckesville and Green Bay to replenish the larders with those materials so necessary to that kirmess delicacy, Belgian pie. There was many a friendly argument over these trips and who should make them.

("It was considered a vacation of a sort in itself," one of my old friends tells me.

"A treat?" I ask a little skeptically. "A treat to walk sixty miles with a fifty pound sack of flour, to say nothing of the weight of the other purchases?"

"Well," was his reply, "it was either that or lifting logs and swinging a grub hoe. It was before my time but my mother told me she made the trip often and I honestly believe she was glad to go. It was a change of motion. The grist mill was at De Pere and when you once got to Dyckesville, you would always count on falling in with some acquaintance who was walking your way. She thought nothing of it.")

At last the great day arrived. In the morning Father Daems celebrated Mass for his congregation in the new settlement already called Rosiere, and now, in the afternoon, the committee were fore-gathered at Macceaux's, conspicuous in the blue and white ribbon decorations across their broad chests, the insignia of their office. It was a trying day for our host. In his anxiety to have
...
Prosper and Amand Naze come into view and Joe Bouchonville and then two lithe young emigrants from the Lorraine border in old Namur, designated therefor as "Peter and John, the Frenchmen" who are none other than Peter and John Andre, and lastly, their neighbor, John J. Charles. And now from the west comes Clement Barrett and his friends "Gatto" (Frank J. Wendricks) and "Virlee" (Joseph Dantoin). Here are Pierre Mathie, Eugene Groufcoeur, August Denis, Eugene Delwiche, Charley Spinette, Victor Lesmonde and William and J. B. Kinnart. They are all neighboring homesteaders but their joy is none the less great at being together once more in this festival transplanted from the homeland. When a great shout goes up, we inquire the cause but we can't make ourselves heard in the din. We soon learn the reason.

These later arrivals have come from Grandez and Sansouvier—not in Belgium—in Kewaunee County—and here are Joseph Duchesne, Isadore Gilson, Jean B. Noel, Jean J. Gaspard, Pierre Hourt, Joseph de Bache, Jean Gigot, Pierre J. Pinchart, Jean J. Dhuey, Lambert Higuet, Jean and Joseph Macceaux and Emanuel Defnet. All that early afternoon old friends pour in from every forest trail and in the crowd we see Joseph Wautlet, Jacques J. Frepont, Edmound and August Malfroid, Jean J. Lorge, Xavier Herrall and many others. And they do not come alone. Marie and Odile and Octavie and Melanie and Desiree and Emerance are there too, and in the excitement their cheeks take on a higher color and their eyes sparkle and I find myself hoping that the music and dancing will soon commence.

("Just look at those men and women", said a descendant of one of those Belgian pioneers to me. Straight, strong, clean climbed, splendid physical types. In every pioneer American settlement, too, regardless of nationality, they can be duplicated. How often we hear the statement, "America is great because of her natural resources". Here is the pick of a nation's manhood and womanhood. It took courage to break old ties
and brave the dangers of a new land. It is true that America had an abundance of natural resources, but remember that she also got the men and women that were capable of developing them. It was the combination that made her great.)

They are getting ready for the first dance now — that grand march in the open that traditionally opens the festivities. Joe Lumaye has his cornet out. Carle Massey is giving a few preliminary slides on his trombone, Francois Legreve works the keys on his bass horn and Norbert Mignon is testing out the strings on his violin. I notice though a worried look on the faces of several of the committeemen and Amia Champaign tries to calm their misgivings.

"Theophile Lebut?" he says, "No, friends, he never disappoints. He and his clarinet will be here presently. You may depend on that."

As if in answer, there comes from the forest, apparently afar off, the faint, clear notes of a familiar melody. A hush falls on the assemblage then as the strains of "La Brabanconne" come softly floating on the late summer air — "La Brabanconne" — the national song of the valiant little homeland — "La Brabanconne" with its age old, gripping appeal to all faithful Belgian hearts.

Apres des siecles d'esclavage,
Le elge, sortant du tombeau,
A reconquis, par son courage,
Son nom, ses droits, et son drapeau.

As I watch those young people in an alien land, manfully struggling to control the flood of emotions that surge up within them, there is an unexpected tightening of my own throat in response. True enough they are exiles from choice, but the severing of family ties, (to many it meant forever), was none the less poignant. The song ends and the music slowly dies away in the distance. There is a pause while faces remain averted and then, abruptly, there comes again from the forest another tune, this time that zestful, inspiring, marching song of Republican France — the "Marseillaise". Out from behind a tree steps Monsieur Lebut, clarinet to lips, and with soldierly
strike approaches his audience. He is clothed in the blue capot of the Belgian military, brass buttons resplendent in the afternoon sun. With that buoyant Belgian spirit again in evidence, radiant smiles break through the tears and with a mighty shout the assemblage gives utterance to that unquenchable spirit of a liberty-loving people, fairly drowning out our friend Lebut’s beloved instrument.

Aux Armes. Citoyens!
Formez vos bataillons!
Marchons! Marchons!
Qu’un sang impur
Abreuve nos sillons!

(“I knew Theophile Lebut well,” Louis Rubens told me. “He was a splendid musician and he gave freely of his time and talent. He had a flair for the dramatic too. I recall distinctly when he passed away. He had a crony, a fellow musician, living down near Bottkols, by the name of Bernard Steinbach. Herr Steinbach played the requiem mass for his friend on the clarinet. It was very impressive: so much so that it stands clearly in my memory even today.”)

And now Monsieur Lebut is among his friends and he is receiving their salutations and acclaims. His sympathies and thoughts are with the young folks though and when he sees them pairing off, he halts the greetings quickly and signals his fellow musicians to be ready. With apparent satisfaction his glance rests on stalwart young August Delfosse and he walks over to confront him.

“Bien Gustin! Why do you keep us waiting? Has your right arm lost its cunning or think you, you can still wield the flag baton?”

August blushes modestly and haltingly consents to try, and instantly an American flag appears, apparently from nowhere, and is thrust into his waiting hand. His bearing changes. He is no longer one of the merrymakers. He is their leader. His spine stiffens. He orders the young
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2 This should probably be Jean B. Delfosse. August was not born until 1851.—H.R.H.
gallants to choose their partners for the first dance. Let me say here that that is one command that seems to me superfluous. If I am any judge at all, this had been done two hours ago. Again he commands, this time to attention and with a flourish of the flag the music starts and the dancers are off. There follow the many intricate figures of the dance with August signalling the changes in a penetrating bass. Coming down from the dim past they come to me only sketchily but I catch his "Grand rond! Chaines des dames! Quatres par quatres! A la main gauche! A la main drit! Les dames en avant! Les cavaliers a’ la comptoir!"

I am interested in young Delfosse’s technique as a conductor. With that first flourish of the flag, not once has the bunting drooped or wavered. Up and down, side to side, weaving numberless figures, always to the beat of the music it travels. It crackles and snaps with the vigor of his movements like shots from a pistol.

("I will always believe that August Delfosse never had an equal as flag man," said an old-timer. "He was a heavy-set man and used his tremendous energy in keeping that flag taut. It seems to me, as I look back, that he kept those dancers speeded up on his own vitality. When August called off, you knew you were dancing.")

The music ends and with much laughing and good-natured bantering, the crowd moves towards the improvised hall for the balance of the day’s and evening’s entertainment.

Not yet are these new settlers prepared for that second day of celebration, when the young men contend for a bridal prize or the girls run for handkerchiefs. It will be many years before the horse supplants the ox as beast of burden. "Courir la bride", they called the bridle race and many an old farm nag unwittingly josted for his own ensnarement. Too early also was it for "Courir L’Poie", in which a live goose was the victim. The goose was anchored forty paces away from the contestant. Blindfolded and equipped with a scythe blade, the end of which was
wrapped in burlap, his task was to decapitate the goose. But wait; before he starts he is whirled around and, when released, the crowd gives him a wide berth because his sense of direction is blurred.

(“They had to discontinue the goose hunt in windy weather,” my informant adds. “A canny fellow discovered that no matter how balled up his sense of direction was, the direction of the wind was constant and he almost bankrupted the first kirmess in which he put his idea into practice.”)

Late evening. The dancers reluctantly bid each other good bye and start on their long walks homeward. In single file, southwestward through the forest, travel young Amia and his wife Marie. They stride along silently, Amia deeply engrossed in thought. The kirmess was over. Were his troubles over too? He pondered how to broach the subject of health to his wife but he need not have worried. Refreshed in mind and body by the day of reunion and dancing, the young woman’s practical mind was already looking forward to the morrow.

“Bien Amia,” she says, “we have had our feast day and a pleasant time it has proven. The weather continues favorable but one must not tempt Providence. The oxen have rested too and to-morrow we must start early so that we may add new land to our tilled acres before the snow flies.”

It was fortunate for Amia that the night was dark, else would his face have betrayed his great astonishment and joy. His mind moved rapidly framing a suitable reply.

When he did answer, it was only by great effort that he managed to keep out of his voice any hint of the elation that he felt. Quietly, with all the instinctive, accumulated wisdom of generations of benedicts, he merely grunted, “Bon”!

Another expression of Belgian sociability is the custom of planting the May pole. On the first day of May, after a hotly contested town election is disposed of, the electors come to do honor to the successful candidates. They bring
with them an immense pole, usually a balsam, with a tuft of green in the top and gaily ornamented with ribbons and streamers. After this is firmly planted at his front gate, they go to shake hands with the office holder who stands wreathed in smiles, hospitably dispensing refreshments, both wet and dry.

Another more serious custom is the church procession. There are several processions held during the year, the most important being the one in spring held just before Ascension Day. This is called Rogation Procession, so called because the participants are supposed to sing litanies of special supplication. The order of the procession is as follows: First comes the cross bearer in surplice and cassock bearing the cross. If the cross is not too big, this is carried by one of the acolytes of the altar. Then follow little girls in white strewing flowers on the highway. Then comes the priest wearing sacerdotal robes of dignity and carrying the blessed sacrament on a throne. He is followed by the choir singing hymns. Next come the women and finally the men. In former years the procession started from the church and proceeded to the nearest wayside chapel and then returned. The first generation of Belgians was very musical and often used to participate in the procession with diverse instruments on which were played many beautiful selections of sacred music. Now, on account of the increased traffic, the procession is confined to the cemetery, and there is very little instrumental music.

In different parts of the Belgian settlement may be seen little wayside shrines or chapels, although not as many as formerly, the new state and county highway construction having ruthlessly pushed some of them into oblivion. They are little places of prayer fitted out with an altar and
other sacred adornments built in propitiatory remembrance of a parent or departed relative. Here the neighbors go for a few minutes of quiet devotion, particularly in the month of May. Many are the loving and reverent touches given to these chapels by the women.

The French language or its Walloon dialect is even now, in the third and fourth generation, the general medium of communication, although very few can read French. But the Belgians read very little, finding their intellectual stimulus in social gatherings as stated above. They do not maintain many parochial schools, but are liberal in their appropriations to the common schools, conservatively believing that a moderate knowledge of reading, writing and arithmetic is good for almost every one. Lately (1923) a high school department was added to the school in Brussels, the chief Belgian rural center, and many young people are delving into Physics and Mathematics to the mystified admiration of their elders. There are also each year quite a few young people who go to colleges and universities.

In politics as in religion and sociability the Belgians are a whole-souled people. Their forefathers had no vote in the old country (even now less than five per cent. of the people are electors), but here they have as much to say in the ballot box as the president of the bank, and this is a privilege they greatly appreciate. They are conservative in their expectations, and if a political leader has gained their support, they stand by him loyally. For this reason the Belgian settlement has continued a solid La Follette stronghold. But although nominally Republicans, they are not hide-bound in their allegiance, and in the fall of 1932 they cast an overwhelming vote for a Democratic president. The town of Union gained wide publicity as being the largest
precinct in Wisconsin casting a unanimous vote for Roosevelt. This was because of their opposition to the prohibition amendment which they believe is an infringement of private liberty.

As already stated the Belgians are a particularly good-natured people. If treated with kindness and courtesy they are very hearty in response. But there is a stubborn side to their character which cannot be overcome with argument. This obstinacy often leads them into lawsuits. Two men will disagree about a trifle, and before long they will both have lawyers and their squabble will be rehearsed, diagnosed and settled before a whole courtroom of their neighbors, furnishing entertainment for a long time afterward.

But while the Belgians have their faults, they are on the whole a very good class of citizens. Their fathers did a splendid piece of work in conquering the wilderness, clearing the swamps and building up the settlement. Their sons are thrifty and home-loving, and land sells for a higher price among them than elsewhere in the county. They are also good business managers, and for a time the biggest mill on the Peninsula (the Chaudoir mill) was at Brussels. While somewhat suspicious of new ideas, they are progressive and liberal toward projects of recognized merit, such as good schools and highways, the church and worthy charitable enterprises. During the world war they were so generous in donating money for the children who were victims of the war in Belgium that a deputation from the fatherland was sent to Green Bay by the Belgian government to thank them. On July 3, 1917, thousands of Belgians went to the city to meet these distinguished officials who brought greetings from the old country. Flowers were strewn in their way by young people of the third and fourth generation, and a true Belgian jubilation followed.